
Imperialism: Flag of an Empire, by William Jennings Bryan (1900)

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Notification Committee:

The maxim of Jefferson, “equal rights to all and special privileges to none,” and the doctrine of 
Lincoln that this should be a government “of the people, by the people and for the people,” are 
being disregarded and the instrumentalities of government are being used to advance the 
interests of those who are in a position to secure favors from the Government.

…

Against us are arrayed a comparatively small but politically and financially powerful number who 
really profit by Republican policies; but with them are associated a large number who, because 
of their attachment to their party name, are giving their support to doctrines antagonistic to the 
former teachings of their own party…Republicans who, in times past, congratulated the country 
upon the small expense of our standing army, are now making light of the objections which are 
urged against a large increase in the permanent military establishment; Republicans who 
gloried in our independence when the nation was less powerful now look with favor upon a 
foreign alliance; Republicans who three years ago condemned "forcible annexation" as immoral 
and even criminal are now sure that it is both immoral and criminal to oppose forcible 
annexation…

For a time Republican leaders were inclined to deny to opponents the right to criticize the 
Philippine policy of the administration, but upon investigation they found that both Lincoln and 
Clay asserted and exercised the right to criticize a President during the progress of the Mexican 
war.

Instead of meeting the issue boldly and submitting a clear and positive plan for dealing with the 
Philippine question, the Republican convention adopted a platform the larger part of which was 
devoted to boasting and self-congratulation.

…

But they shall not be permitted to evade the stupendous and far-reaching issue which they have 
deliberately brought into the arena of politics. When the president, supported by a practically 
unanimous vote of the House and Senate, entered upon a war with Spain for the purpose of 
aiding the struggling patriots of Cuba, the country, without regard to party, applauded.

Although the Democrats realized that the administration would necessarily gain a political 
advantage from the conduct of a war which in the very nature of the case must soon end in a 
complete victory, they vied with the Republicans in the support which they gave to the president. 
When the war was over and the Republican leaders began to suggest the propriety of a colonial 
policy opposition at once manifested itself.

When the President finally laid before the Senate a treaty which recognized the independence 
of Cuba, but provided for the cession of the Philippine Islands to the United States, the menace 
of imperialism became so apparent that many preferred to reject the treaty and risk the ills that 
might follow rather than take the chance of correcting the errors of the treaty by the independent 
action of this country.



…

If it is right for the United States to hold the Philippine Islands permanently and imitate European 
empires in the government of colonies, the Republican party ought to state its position and 
defend it, but it must expect the subject races to protest against such a policy and to resist to 
the extent of their ability.

The Filipinos do not need any encouragement from Americans now living. Our whole history has 
been an encouragement not only to the Filipinos, but to all who are denied a voice in their own 
government. If the republicans are prepared to censure all who have used language calculated 
to make the Filipinos hate foreign domination, let them condemn the speech of Patrick Henry. 
When he uttered that passionate appeal, "Give me liberty or give me death," he expressed a 
sentiment which still echoes in the hearts of men.

Let them censure Jefferson; of all the statesmen of history none have used words so offensive 
to those who would hold their fellows in political bondage. Let them censure Washington, who 
declared that the colonists must choose between liberty and slavery. Or, if the statute of 
limitations has run again the sins of Henry and Jefferson and Washington, let them censure 
Lincoln, whose Gettysburg speech will be quoted in defense of popular government when the 
present advocates of force and conquest are forgotten.

Some one has said that a truth once spoken, can never be recalled. It goes on and on, and no 
one can set a limit to its ever-widening influence. But if it were possible to obliterate every word 
written or spoken in defense of the principles set forth in the Declaration of Independence, a war 
of conquest would still leave its legacy of perpetual hatred, for it was God himself who placed in 
every human heart the love of liberty. He never made a race of people so low in the scale of 
civilization or intelligence that it would welcome a foreign master.

Those who would have this Nation enter upon a career of empire must consider, not only the 
effect of imperialism on the Filipinos, but they must also calculate its effects upon our own 
nation.  We cannot repudiate the principle of self-government in the Philippines without 
weakening that principle here.

Lincoln said that the safety of this Nation was not in its fleets, its armies, or its forts, but in the 
spirit which prizes liberty as the heritage of all men, in all lands, everywhere, and he warned his 
countrymen that they could not destroy this spirit without planting the seeds of despotism at 
their own doors.

Even now we are beginning to see the paralyzing influence of imperialism.  Heretofore this 
Nation has been prompt to express its sympathy with those who were fighting for civil liberty.  
While our sphere of activity has been limited to the Western Hemisphere, our sympathies have 
not been bounded by the seas.  We have felt it due to ourselves and to the world, as well as to 
those who were struggling for the right to govern themselves, to proclaim the interest which our 
people have, from the date of their own independence, felt in every contest between human 
rights and arbitrary power.

…



Our opponents, conscious of the weakness of their cause, seek to confuse imperialism with 
expansion, and have even dared to claim Jefferson as a supporter of their policy. Jefferson 
spoke so freely and used language with such precision that no one can be ignorant of his views. 
On one occasion he declared: "If there be one principle more deeply rooted than any other in 
the mind of every American, it is that we should have nothing to do with conquest." And again 
he said: "Conquest is not in our principles; it is inconsistent with our government."

…

A colonial policy means that we shall send to the Philippine Islands a few traders, a few 
taskmasters and a few office-holders and an army large enough to support the authority of a 
small fraction of the people while they rule the natives.

If we have an imperial policy we must have a great standing army as its natural and necessary 
complement.  The sprit which will justify the forcible annexation of the Philippine Islands will 
justify the seizure of other islands and the domination of other people, and with wars of 
conquest we can expect a certain, if not rapid, growth of our military establishment.

That a large permanent increase in our regular army is intended by Republican leaders is not a 
matter of conjecture, but a matter of fact. In his message of December 5,1898, the president 
asked for authority to increase the standing army to 100,000. In 1896 the army contained about 
25,000. Within two years the president asked for four times that many, and a Republican house 
of representatives complied with the request after the Spanish treaty had been signed, and 
when no country was at war with the United States.

If such an army is demanded when an imperial policy is contemplated, but not openly avowed, 
what may be expected if the people encourage the Republican party by indorsing its policy at 
the polls?

A large standing army is not only a pecuniary burden to the people and, if accompanied by 
compulsory service, a constant source of irritation, but it is ever a menace to a Republican form 
of government.

The army is the personification of force, and militarism will inevitably change the ideals of the 
people and turn the thoughts of our young men from the arts of peace to the science of war. The 
Government which relies for its defense upon its citizens is more likely to be just than one which 
has at call a large body of professional soldiers.

A small standing army and a well-equipped and well-disciplined state militia are sufficient at 
ordinary times, and in an emergency the nation should in the future as in the past place its 
dependence upon the volunteers who come from all occupations at their country's call and 
return to productive labor when their services are no longer required -- men who fight when the 
country needs fighters and work when the country needs workers. 

…

The territorial form of government is temporary and preparatory, and the chief security a citizen 
of a territory has is found in the fact that he enjoys the same constitutional guarantees and is 
subject to the same general laws as the citizen of a state. Take away this security and his rights 



will be violated and his interests sacrificed at the demand of those who have political influence. 
This is the evil of the colonial system, no matter by what nation it is applied.

…

It is said that we have assumed before the world obligations which make it necessary for us to 
permanently maintain a government in the Philippine Islands. I reply first, that the highest 
obligation of this nation is to be true to itself. No obligation to any particular nations, or to all the 
nations combined, can require the abandonment of our theory of government, and the 
substitution of doctrines against which our whole national life has been a protest. And, second, 
that our obligation to the Filipinos, who inhabit the islands, is greater than any obligation which 
we can owe to foreigners who have a temporary residence in the Philippines or desire to trade 
there.

It is argued by some that the Filipinos are incapable of self-government and that, therefore, we 
owe it to the world to take control of them. Admiral Dewey, in an official report to the Navy 
Department, declared the Filipinos more capable of self-government than the Cubans and said 
that he based his opinion upon a knowledge of both races. But I will not rest the case upon the 
relative advancement of the Filipinos. Henry Clay, in defending the right of the people of South 
America to self-government said:

It is the doctrine of thrones that man is too ignorant to govern himself. Their partisans assert his 
incapacity in reference to all nations; if they cannot command universal assent to the 
proposition, it is then demanded to particular nations; and our pride and our presumption too 
often make converts of us. I contend that it is to arraign the disposition of Providence himself to 
suppose that he has created beings incapable of governing themselves, and to be trampled on 
by kings. Self-government is the natural government of man.

…

The principal arguments…advanced by those who enter upon a defense of imperialism are:

First -- That we must improve the present opportunity to become a world power and enter into 
international politics.

Second -- That our commercial interests in the Philippine Islands and in the Orient make it 
necessary for us to hold the islands permanently.

Third -- That the spread of the Christian religion will be facilitated by a colonial policy.

Fourth -- That there is no honorable retreat from the position which the nation has taken.

The first argument is addressed to the nation’s pride and the second to the nation’s pocket-
book.  The third is intended for the church member and the fourth for the partisan.

It is sufficient answer to the first argument to say that for more than a century this nation has 
been a world power.  For ten decades it has been the most potent influence in the world. Not 
only has it been a world power, but it has done more to shape the politics of the human race 



than all the other nations of the world combined.  Because our Declaration of Independence 
was promulgated others have been promulgated.  Because the patriots of 1776 fought for liberty 
other have fought for it.  Because our Constitution was adopted other constitutions have been 
adopted.

The growth of the principle of self-government, planted on American soil, has been the 
overshadowing political fact of the nineteenth century.  It has made this nation conspicuous 
among the nations and given it a place in history such as no other nation has ever enjoyed.  
Nothing has been able to check the onward march of this idea.  I am not willing that this nation 
shall cast aside the omnipotent weapon of truth to seize again the weapons of physical warfare.  
I would not exchange the glory of this Republic for the glory of all empires that have risen and 
fallen since time began.

The permanent chairman of the last Republican Nation Convention presented the pecuniary 
argument in all its baldness when he said:

We make no hypocritical pretense of being interested in the Philippines solely on account of 
others.  While we regard the welfare of those people as a sacred trust, we regard the welfare of 
American people first.  We see our duty to ourselves as well as to others.  We believe in trade 
expansion. By every legitimate means within the province of government and constitution we 
mean to stimulate the expansion of our trade and open new markets.

This is the commercial argument. It is based upon the theory that war can be rightly waged for 
pecuniary advantage, and that it is profitable to purchase trade by force and violence. Franklin 
denied both of these propositions.  When Lord Howe asserted that the acts of Parliament which 
brought on the Revolution were necessary to prevent American trade from passing into foreign 
channels, Franklin replied:

To me it seems that neither the obtaining nor retaining of any trade, howsoever valuable, is an 
object for which men may justly spill each other's blood; that the true and sure means of 
extending and securing commerce are the goodness and cheapness of commodities, and that 
the profits of no trade can ever be equal to the expense of compelling it and holding it by fleets 
and armies. I consider this war against us, therefore, as both unjust and unwise.

I place the philosophy of Franklin against the sordid doctrine of those who would put a price 
upon the head of an American soldier and justify a war of conquest upon the ground that it will 
pay. The democratic party is in favor of the expansion of trade. It would extend our trade by 
every legitimate and peaceful means; but it is not willing to make merchandise of human blood.

But a war of conquest is as unwise as it is unrighteous. A harbor and coaling station in the 
Philippines would answer every trade and military necessity and such a concession could have 
been secured at any time without difficulty.

It is not necessary to own people in order to trade with them. We carry on trade today with every 
part of the world, and our commerce has expanded more rapidly than the commerce of any 
European empire. We do not own Japan or China, but we trade with their people. We have not 
absorbed the republics of Central and South America, but we trade with them. It has not been 
necessary to have any political connection with Canada or the nations of Europe in order to 
trade with them. Trade cannot be permanently profitable unless it is voluntary.



When trade is secured by force, the cost of securing it and retaining it must be taken out of the 
profits and the profits are never large enough to cover the expense. Such a system would never 
be defended but for the fact that the expense is borne by all the people, while the profits are 
enjoyed by a few.

…

The religious argument varies in positiveness from a passive belief that Providence delivered 
the Filipinos into our hands, for their good and our glory…

Imperialism finds no warrant in the Bible.  The command, “Go ye into all the world and preach 
the gospel to every creature,” has no Gatling gun attachment.…Let it be known that our 
missionaries are seeking souls instead of sovereignty; let be it known that instead of being the 
advance guard of conquering armies, they are going forth to help and uplift,…

The shedding of American blood in the Philippine Islands does not make it imperative that we 
should retain possession forever…Better a thousand times that our flag in the Orient give way to 
a flag representing the idea of self-government than that the flag of this Republic should 
become the flag of an empire.

There is an easy, honest, honorable solution of the Philippine question. It is set forth in the 
Democratic platform and it is submitted with confidence to the American people.  This plan I 
unreservedly indorse.  If elected, I will convene Congress in extraordinary session as soon as 
inaugurated and recommend an immediate declaration of the nation’s purpose, first, to establish 
a stable form of government in the Philippine Islands, just as we are now establishing a stable 
form of government in Cuba; second, to give independence to the Filipinos as we have 
promised to give independence to the Cubans; third, to protect the Filipinos from outside 
interference while they work out their destiny, just as we have protected the republics of Central 
and South America, and are, by the Monroe doctrine, pledged to protect Cuba.

A European protectorate often results in the plundering of the ward by the guardian.  An 
American protectorate gives to the nation protected the advantage of our strength, without 
making it he victim of our greed.  For three-quarters of a century the Monroe doctrine has been 
a shield to neighboring republics and yet it has imposed no pecuniary burden upon us. After the 
Filipinos had aided us in the war against Spain, we could not leave them to be the victims of the 
ambitious designs of European nations, and since we do not desire to make them a part of us or 
to hold them as subjects, we propose the only alternative, namely, to give them independence 
and guard them against molestation from without.

When our opponents are unable to defend their position by argument they fall back upon the 
assertion that is destiny, and insist that we must submit to it, no matter how much it violates our 
moral percepts and our principles of government. This is a complacent philosophy.  It obliterates 
the distinction between right and wrong and makes individuals and nations the helpless victims 
of circumstance.

…



The Republicans say that this nation is in the hands of destiny; Washington believed that not 
only the destiny of our own nation but the destiny of the republican form of government 
throughout the world was entrusted to American hands.  Immeasurable responsibility!  The 
destiny of this Republic is in the hands of its own people, and upon the success of the 
experiment here rests the hope of humanity.  No exterior force can disturb this Republic, and no 
foreign influence should be permitted to change its course.  What the future has in store for this 
nation no one has authority to declare, but each individual has his own idea of the nation’s 
mission, and he owes it to his country as well as to himself to contribute as best he may to the 
fulfillment of that mission.

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen of the Committee: I can never fully discharge the debt of gratitude 
which I owe to my countrymen for the honors which they have so generously bestowed upon 
me; but, sirs, whether it be my lot to occupy the high office for which the convention has named 
me, or to spend the remainder of my days in private life, it shall be my constant ambition and my 
controlling purpose to aid in realizing the high ideals of those whose wisdom and courage and 
sacrifices brought the Republic into existence.

I can conceive of a national destiny surpassing the glories of the present and the past -- a 
destiny which meets the responsibility of today and measures up to the possibilities of the 
future. Behold a republic, resting securely upon the foundation stones quarried by revolutionary 
patriots from the mountain of eternal truth -- a republic applying in practice and proclaiming to 
the world the self-evident propositions that all men are created equal; that they are endowed 
with inalienable rights; that governments are instituted among men to secure these rights, and 
that governments derive their just powers from the consent of the governed. Behold a republic 
in which civil and religion liberty stimulate all to earnest endeavor and in which the law restrains 
every hand uplifted for a neighbor's injury -- a republic in which every citizen is a sovereign, but 
in which no one cares to wear a crown. Behold a republic standing erect while empires all 
around are bowed beneath the weight of their own armaments -- a republic whose flag is loved 
while other flags are only feared. Behold a republic increasing in population, in wealth, in 
strength and in influence, solving the problems of civilization and hastening the coming of an 
universal brotherhood -- a republic which shakes thrones and dissolves aristocracies by its 
silent example and gives light and inspiration to those who sit in darkness. Behold a republic 
gradually but surely becoming the supreme moral factor in the world's progress and the 
accepted arbiter of the world's disputes -- a republic whose history, like the path of the just, "is 
as the shining light that shineth more and more unto the perfect day."


